2nd. Dec. '62

Dear Marina!

Volya, Theo and I have just packed the rest of your things. Now, Alek from Fort Worth has sent some beautiful photographs which I will send to you by way of Volya.
But a week ago I needed very much the English books which I was supposed to give to Georgi Aleksandrovich. Therefore I ask you to get all the English books ready. Ask Lee to drop them off on his way to work to me at the Dallas Power and Light Co.—1506 Commerce Str. where I work. (Put the books in a paper bag and write on the package:

Dallas Power & Light Co.
1506 9th Floor
Mrs. Anna Meller.
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Let Lee take (them) with him and bring them to me at work and turn them in on the first floor. He will see there where they sell lamps or there where they sell candy and sandwiches. Lee works three blocks from me and it will be on his way.

With regards,
Anna.
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